Communications play a vital role in any business. In the maritime industry, reliable and efficient messaging is particularly essential, so you need a communications partner that will understand your specialist requirements.

Email to Inmarsat C offers the ability to send text messages via email to ships equipped with Inmarsat-C Terminals. Where many service providers only provide Email to Inmarsat C, Stracom offers messaging services to Inmarsat A & B also.

**Easy to Use**
The only requirement is an Internet connection with an Internet e-mail account, no additional software or hardware is required allowing you to send messages at any time, from anywhere as long as you have an Internet connection.

**Economical**
You are only charged for successfully delivered messages. Keeping your costs down.

**Automatic Ocean Hunt**
The message is sent initially to the ocean chosen by the ocean code. If the vessel is not located then the service automatically hunts the other oceans until the vessel is located. Thus allowing you, the sender, the confidence that your vessel will be located and your message delivered.

**How To Send**
To send a message, use plain text email. In the "To" field use the format:

Tlx.08512345@ipmsg.com

Where:
085 = is the inmarsat C ocean code
12345 = replace with the vessel number
@ipmsg.com = the unified Stracom telex/fax network

**Message Status Report**
After the message has been received you will receive an acknowledgement report advising that the message has been received at the service. Once the message is sent you will receive a delivery notification or non-delivery notification depending on the success or otherwise of the message. Each of these reports contains a unique reference number, which allows easy reconciliation with your original message and a point of reference for future enquiries.

**ABOUT STRACOM PTY LTD**
The Maritime Division of Stracom never lose focus of their role to provide the most advanced messaging technology available to assist the maritime industry to meet the changing demands of our industry.

Our Internet to Inmarsat service requires no investment, so all you need to do is register to use the service. And you don’t need to pre-pay, we will invoice you at the end of the month for your usage.

Stracom’s very competitive delivery rates also save you more money and there is no disruption to your business.

We offer superior support through our 24 hour international service centre in London. Providing you with a service you can rely on.

*Stracom’s people are dedicated to know their business and yours.*